Aluminium handlebar mount
SKU: TEMOTOHOLDERK

Aluminimum motorcycle mount for smartphones of up to 6", water-resistant with IPX6 certification
CUSTOM-MADE DESIGN FOR BIKERS
This alumnium handlebar mount is designed for all the motorcyclists grinding out km on the road who want to be able to control their
maps on the go.
Thanks to the case's touch screen, you can use your smartphone to check your journey and even alter your route. This accessory is
positioned right in the middle of your handlebars so it's easy to see. When you need your phone, you don't have to remove the aluminium
mount, only the phone case.
HOW DO YOU SET IT UP?
This mount is characterised by its modern aluminium design and compact dimensions, making installation easy. There is a screwdriver
inside the pack with which you can loosen and tighten the clamp screw, the diameter of which varies from 23 to 28mm.
Setting up the case that holds the smartphone is equally simple - the mount features a locking and unlocking system for guaranteed
fast attachment.
YOUR SMARTPHONE PASSENGER
The protective case is designed for smartphones of up to 6" - keep your device firmly inside using the two zips that prevent it falling out.
Inside the pack there are 4 bases of different thicknesses (S-M-L-XL) so that your device fits perfectly against the touch screen. There
is also a strap to securely hold the mount on the handlebars.
The mount also comes equipped with a positioning system that can rotate the case to ensure optimal view of the display. Travelling in the
rain is no longer a problem as the case is IPX6 certified, meaning it protects your smartphone from water.
FIND YOUR WAY
The mount and case guarantee exciting trips on your bike. Find your way and follow the ideal route, having fun while staying safe.
MOUNT FEATURES
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Aluminium, extra-light
Fixes to the handlebars
Bracket with a 23-28mm diameter
Rotatable positioning system
Quick case attach/detach system

CASE FEATURES
For smartphones of up to 6"
2 zips for closing and opening
Touch screen
IPX6 certification

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Screwdriver
Safety strap
4 bases in sizes S-M-L-XL
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Aluminium handlebar mount
SKU: TEMOTOHOLDERK

Details
EAN: 8018417258794
Included accessories: Safety strap / Screwdriver / 4 bases in sizes
S-M-L-XL
Finishing/Feature: Water resistant - Touch window / In aluminium /
Waterproof IPX 6
Closure: Zip
Suited for: Smartphone up to 6''
Coupling mode: handlebars
Coupling: Quick case attach/detach system
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